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A mom is taken to the emergency room where she's seen by a doctor for the first time in forty-two years.
When he receives the shocking news of the living of a tumor, his choices become incredibly limited and the
family is certainly thrust into an psychological roller coaster. Her strength and her family's bond is tested
when she is taken into one medical procedures after another. One Hundred Seventy Days may be the
powerful true story of the unwavering strength of a female and the indivisible relationship of her family
members. What began as a straightforward procedure has escalated right into a deadly situation. As her
medical representative, the youngest child is confronted with making important decisions that may
determine her survival.
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Enjoyable, easy read. Thank you Pete for posting your story.. Although most of us have not experienced this
exact experience, we can all relate to the illness and/or loss of someone you care about and also the need for
as an advocate for family when they can't speak up for themselves. Many thanks for sharing Pete. Many
thanks for sharing your tale! Thank you for having the strength to share and providing me the hope that
maybe some day I’ll be able to do the same. This family's experience offers helped while my family is
going through a similar experience with my very own grandmother. Be prepared for tears as you read how
this family members stuck together through some of the toughest occasions a family group can experience.
Being a registered nurse, I must say i enjoyed the feelings and emotions from the side of the families of sick
patients especially as they are dealing with dropping their parents. I cannot express how much it offers
helped my family. A difficult journey through lack of a remarkably strong and witty girl, Mom, grandmother
& Accurate story of the increased loss of a loved on This story is told with vulnerability and raw emotion.. A
difficult journey through lack of a remarkably strong and . wife and a story about how a strong family who
stuck collectively through it all, heartbreaking yet extremely hopeful. It reminds me greatly of my story with
the loss of my father in which I keep most of it hidden. A beautiful tale of a family going through a trying
time with medical concerns and issues. Touched my heart Excellent writing of a experience that effects
kinds soul. Heart breaking account of losing someone you care about Heart-breaking, yet incredibly hopeful
story of the procedure of losing a loved one and our relationship with this parents and siblings.
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